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What is the biggest misconception about magnesium?
People don't believe one simple minerals can do so much.

Testimonial of healing of nerve root exposure.

6:24
Zinc sometimes causes this - put in smoothie or split up
droppers throughout the day

7:04 MS
Total Biology of MS
Stress of going downhill.
Fear of a fall.

Hard to push someone toward solution. They have to want to
do it.

10:27 History of Total Biology and German New Medicine

12:50 Gloss over so many things, we end up not doing much detail
Mayo Clinic Study searching prescription records for Rochester
County 70% of Americans are on prescription drugs
50% take two drugs, etc.
1 in 4 women are on anti-depressants
Health and medical field makes up 20% of America's
economic foundation
Those people who could switch over to a system more
compatible with health.
Economic system is based on disease care system.
70% are paying $200 for one drug
The older you get, the more drugs you are on.
That is why insurance is $2,000 a month or more for a 
family plan.
We are paying enormous sums to keep ourselves sick.

This solves the heartburn.
If you are still symptomatic do DGL licorice
We don't have to worry about proper absorption of minerals, do
we?
Get straight into cells without having to be changed in the
stomach.

20:52
and gas.
Clarify amount.

21:40

with them.
22:42

The Magnesium Miracle oneradionetwork.com

Testimonials of heart palpatations going away.

Completment - what should you begin with. 
ReMag - when you feel benefits, then try rest of the products
Some people get nauseous on ReLyte

Viet Nam vets have MS symptoms

David Holtz on Total Biology

Probiotic in RNA Drops. ReMag is an antispasmodic.

My wife takes 4 drops of ReLyte. More and she gets bloating

Probiotic to rebalance after antibiotics
Lactobacillus are not the most beneficial but nothing wrong

4 drops of ReLyte



Can imply something is detoxifying.
Take one drop a day for awhile to break through.
Eliminate things that may be causing the reaction.
Implies yeast growth traveled up into the stomach.

24:18 ALS patients
Testimonials with some genetic conditions
Cannot not help
Would say try them
Recommend the minerals. 
The symptoms of ALS look like magnesium deficiency

Should I incorporate them at a certain time of day.
Twice a day - breaking it up - not a specific time
RNA Drops you take alone under the tongue
Wait 15 minutes after so you don't wash it away

27:45
What about the journey.
Future health now in the beginning

Totally completing everything.
30:00

Haven't gone back and gone into that and what it means

31:52 Bloating and gas is my issue.
Gallstones?
Will the products deal with gallstones?
Gallstones vs. candida
Gallstones can be diagnosed with ultrasound.

your score
Yeast are necessary; everyone has some.
Help break down dead things in your body.
Yeast is gobbling up bacteria?
Yeast is displacing bacteria from their home.

Future Health Now Encyclopedia

39:57
Had symptoms before, so it could be yeast
Yeast Busters in Canada could be investigated.

41:02 Gallbladder meridian is magnesium
12 energy meridians that run through body to organs.
If gall bladder is blocked, magnesium is required
All of Dr. Carolyn's formulas are complete formulas
Won't have craving food, and you'll save money

ReLyte and ReAline order.

Completement formulas - what does it mean to you now

Then needed to change name. iON suggested Complement Now

Will change blood, particularly the rH factor

iON said there would be no rH factor
rH is a less than condition

yeastconnection.com fill out long questionnaire and add up

Treatment is taking probiotics.
Cutting back on sugar, simple carbs - sugar, wheat, and dairy
Eat garlic, onions, and ther antifungal foods

Completement Now Modules are health coaching system.
Told her to take it easy when starting ReLyte



Ailments will go away, because I've had them.
How long did it take for your body to rehab with minerals?
Minerals salts for 5 years.

Everyone is different and has a different mindset.
How much will you allow?
Emotions burn your minerals.
Emotions may cut you off from your non-physical.

47:08 How does complement now work?

48:15
Avoiding falling into a diagnosis.
Eternal cells without junk holding them back

allow.
When your mind hears cancer, your mind goes into a panic.
The biggest problems lie in misdiagnosis and drugs.
If you have a terrible cut or something that needs to be taken
out, but be aware that doctors are biggest killers in society.
The energy to the lipid system once it is able to flow by rote
will pick up this otherwise wasted energy source.
Overload energy grid - brownout.
That's what you're doing now. That's why magnesium and
minerals is so important.
Lipids do surround every cell in the body with lipid membrane.
It's all interconnected.

But was ramped up with the Completement products

Email at consult@drcarolyndean.com and ask for special
Dr. Carolyn shared Lynn Foutch's story.

Nevermind what's going on as much as possible and relax and
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